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Abstract 

We describe an architecture and Medium Access Control 
(MAC) protocol for WDM networks. Our system is based 
on a broadcast star architecture and uses a single transceiver 
per node. The system uses an unslotted access protocol and 
a centralized scheduler to efficiently provide bandwidth-on
demand in WDM networks. To overcome the effects of 
propagation delays the scheduler measures the delays 
between the terminals and the hub and takes that delay into 
account when scheduling transm1ss10ns. Simple 
scheduling algorithms, based on a look-ahead capability, 
are used to overcome the effects of head-of-line blocking. 
Lastly, our system is extended to Metropolitan Area 
Networks (MANs) with a layered architecture that uses 
synchronization between Local Area Network (LAN) hubs, 
while terminals remain unsynchronized. 

Keywords: 060.4250 networks; 999.9999 wavelength 
division multiplexing; 999.9999 medium access control 

I. Introduction 

In recent years there has been a wave of research toward the 
development of WDM-based Local Area Networks (LANs) 
[ 1-10]. Most of the proposed protocols and architectures 
are based on a broadcast star network architecture. Some of 
the protocols are based on random access and consequently 
result in low throughput due to contention [3,4]. Other 
protocols that attempt to minimize contention, through the 
use of some form of reservations, require that the system 
be synchronized and slotted and many require multiple 
transceivers per node [5-8]. Despite the added complexity 
of these systems, most still fail to achieve high levels of 
utilization due to the use of inefficient scheduling schemes 
that often fails to deal with receiver contention, or ignore 
the effects of propagation delays. A comprehensive survey 
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of WDM multi-access protocols and their properties is 
presented in [1,2]. 

The purpose of the system described in this paper is to 
achieve good throughput delay characteristics, while 
maintaining simple user terminals. Previous efforts to 
simplify user terminals involved protocols that use fixed 
tuned receivers or transmitters [9-10]. However, those 
protocols limit the number of users to the number of 
available wavelengths and are hence not scaleable. Also, 
protocols using only a single fixed tuned device are often 
limited to the use of a random access protocol, that results 
in low channel utilization. 

The architecture and protocol described in this paper 
eliminate the need for slotting and synchronization, uses 
one tunable transceiver per user terminal, yet results m 
high utilization in both the LAN and the MAN. In the 
LAN the system is a simple broadcast-and-select Star 
network. Each user terminal consists of a single 
transmitter and receiver, both of which are tunable over all 
data wavelengths and one control wavelength. The 
proposed system consists of 32 wavelengths operating at 
10 Gbps each. The system is extended to the MAN with a 
layered architecture, where LAN hubs are interconnected 
through a MAN hub. The MAN hub can be as simple as 
another broadcast star, a wavelength router, or a fully 
configurable frequency selective optical switch. 

Our system is novel in a number of ways. First, it 
uses an unslotted MAC protocol, yet results in high 
efficiency even in high latency environments. The choice 
of an unslotted protocol is driven by a desire, for 
simplicity, to eliminate the requirement to maintain 
slotting in the network. Unfortunately, unslotted MAC 
protocols such as CSMA result in very low utilization in 
high latency. Alternatively, high latency protocols such as 
unslotted Aloha are limited in throughput to less than 18% 
[3,5]. Another novelty of our system is that it uses a 
centralized master/slave scheduler which is able to schedule 



transmissions efficiently. To overcome the effects of 
propagation delays the scheduler measures the delays 
between the terminals and the hub and takes that delay into 
account when scheduling transmissions. Lastly, our 
system is extended to MANs with a layered architecture 
that uses synchronization between LAN hubs, while 
terminals remain unsynchronized. 

II. LAN Architecture 

In the LAN, optical terminals (OTs) are connected via a 
simple broadcast star located at a hub. As shown in Figure 
1, each OT is connected to the star using two fibers, one in 
each direction. Transmissions from all OTs on all 
wavelengths are combined at the star and broadcast to the 
OTs on the downlink fibers. Each OT is equipped with a 
single transmitter and receiver, both of which are tunable to 
all wavelengths, as shown in figure 2. All OTs send their 
requests to the scheduler on a dedicated control wavelength, 
Ac, using a random access protocol. The scheduler, located 
at the star, schedules the requests and informs the OTs on a 
separate wavelength, Ac,, of their turn to transmit. Upon 
receiving their assignments, OTs immediately tune to their 
assigned wavelength and transmit. Hence OTs do not need 
to maintain any synchronization or timing information. By 
measuring the amount of time that OTs take to respond to 
the assignments, the scheduler is able to obtain an estimate 
of each OT' s round-trip delay to the hub. This delay 
information is then used by the scheduler to overcome the 
effects of propagation delays. 

Figure 1. Scheduler based LAN. 
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Figure 2. Optical terminal (OT). 
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III. Access protocol 

Our proposed protocol is based on a simple master/slave 
scheduler as was shown in figure 1. All OTs send their 
requests to the scheduler, which schedules the requests and 
informs the OTs when and on which wavelength to 
transmit. Upon receiving their assignments, OTs 
immediately tune to that wavelength and transmit. Hence 
OTs do not need to maintain any synchronization or timing 
information. There are three major aspects to the protocol. 
First, the protocol uses ranging to overcome the effects of 
propagation delays. Second, the protocol uses random 
access for the control channel and third, the protocol uses a 
simple scheduling algorithm with First-come-first-serve 
(FCFS) input queues and a look-ahead window to overcome 
Head-of-line (HOL) blocking. These are described in more 
detail below. 

A. The use of ranging 

The protocol is able to overcome the effects of propagation 
delays by measuring the round-trip delay of each OT to the 
hub and using that information to inform the OTs of their 
turn to transmit in a timely manner. For example consider 
figure 3, in order for OT B's transmission to arrive at the 
hub at time T, the scheduler must send the assignment to 
OTB at time T-'t, where 't is OT B's round-trip delay to 
the hub (including tuning delays). In this way the 
transmissions of different terminals can be scheduled back
to-back, with little dead-time between transmissions. 

scheduler tells OT B's message 
OT B to go arrives at hub 

T- 't T 

HUB i ~.QI A'S MSG t,.s MSG I 

'GrY"\, / ''°"'ti~= 40 M 

r,::::;::i t = OT B's observed 
~ round-trip delay to the hub 

Figure 3. Use ofranging to overcome propagation delays. 

An important and novel aspect of this system is the 
way in which ranging is accomplished. Unlike other 
systems where terminals need to range themselves to their 
hubs in order to maintain synchronization [11], here we 
recognize that it is only the hub that needs to know this 
range information. Hence ranging can be accomplished in 
a straightforward manner. The scheduler, ranges each 
terminal by sending a control message telling the terminal 
to tune to a particular wavelength and transmit. By 
measuring the time that it takes the terminal to respond to 
the request the scheduler can obtain an estimate of the 



round trip delay for that terminal. This estimate will also 
include the tuning time delays. Furthermore the scheduler 
can repeatedly update this estimate to compensate for fiber 
inaccuracies. These measurements can also be made by 
simply monitoring the terminals response to ordinary 
scheduling messages. The significance of this approach is 
that terminals are not required to implement a ranging 
function, which simplifies the OTs. 

B. Access to the control channel 

Reservations are made using a random access protocol to 
access the control channel where terminals send reservation 
requests periodically and update their requests after waiting 
a random delay. These reservation messages contain the 
state of the queues at the requesting terminal. For 
example, each reservation message can contain the 
destinations with which the terminal wants to 
communicate and the duration of the requested 
transmissions.1 

Reservation requests are sent on the control channel at 
random, therefore it is possible for two or more terminals 
to send their request during overlapping time intervals. In 
which case their transmissions would "collide" and not be 
received by the scheduler. However, since reservation 
messages containing the state of the queue are sent 
periodically, all requests will eventually be received by the 
scheduler. As requests are answered by the scheduler, 
terminals update their requests to reflect the changes in 
their request queue. 

In order to randomize transmissions on the reservation 
channel terminals wait a random exponentially distributed 

time, with an average duration T, between successive 
transmissions of a reservation request2• With N terminals 

and an average rate of one request message every T 
seconds, reques~ arrive at a rate of NIT requests per 

second. When T is much larger than L, the duration of a 
reservation request, we can model the arrival of requests as 
Poisson. Therefore the probability of having n arrivals 
during a period of time ~ is given by, 

1 Since sending the complete state information may lead to 
very large reservation messages, reservation requests 
may contain only partial information (e.g., first ten 
requests). 
2 Notice that unlike a random backoff algorithm where 
information about the success or failure of a transmission 
is available. Here we do not rely on any such information 
but rather periodically send the state of the queue. Of 
course, the state of the queue changes as successful 
requests are answered by the scheduler. 
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(Nil.I Tf e-(Nt.tf) 
P(n)=----

n! 

We are interested in computing the average amount of 
time that is takes a successful request to get through to the 
scheduler. If it were not for collisions each terminal would 

get a successful request every T seconds. However, due to 
collisions, some requests will fail and the average amount 
of time between successful requests will increase. With an 
unslotted protocol, a request will be successful if no other 
requests were made in the 2L time period before the end of 
the transmission. This will happen with probability, 
P(o) __ e-(2L(N-l)IT)' d th b f an e average num er o 

transmission attempts per successful transmission is 
(2L(N-l)tT) . e . Therefore, on average, every termmal gets a 

successful request every A seconds, where A is given by, 

A= feC2LCN-l)tf) 

We can now choose T to minimize the average access 
time to the control channel. This c~n be done by taking 

the derivative of A with respect to T and setting it equal 
to 0, 

dAldT = e2LCN-l)tf -2L(N-l)e2LCN-l)tf IT= 0 

==> T = 2L(N -1) 

Hence, the value of T = 2L(N-1) minimizes the access 
delay and the resulting access delay is 
Amin = 2(N - l)Le. For example, in a system with 

N=lOO nodes, a transmission rate of 10 Gbps and a control 
message size of 100 bits, a terminal would send a 
reservation request on average every 2µs and the average 
access delay for a successful reservation would be about 
5.5µs. 

C. Scheduling algorithm 

In order to simplify the design of the scheduler we use a 
slotted system where requests are made for fixed size slots 
and the scheduler maintains a slotted reservation system. 
However, it is important to note that the OTs remain 
unslotted and unsynchronized. All of the timing is 
controlled by the scheduler using the master/slave protocol 
described in the previous section. 

In a WDM system with a single transmitter and 
receiver per node, scheduling is constrained by the number 
of wavelengths, W, which limits the number of requests 
served during a slot to W. It is also constrained by the fact 
that each node has a single transmitter and a single receiver. 



Therefore, during a given slot , each node can be scheduled 
for at most one transmission and one reception. This, in 
fact, is a very similar problem to that of scheduling 
transmissions in an input queued switch. In the case of an 
input queued switch it is known that when a First-Come
First-Serve service discipline is employed, under uniform 

traffic, throughput is limited to 2 - .Ji = 0.585 [13]. 
This throughput limitation is due to the head-of-line (HOL) 
blocking effect, where transmissions are prevented because 
the packet at the head of the queue cannot be scheduled due 
to a receiver conflict. It is also known that if nodes are 
allowed to look-ahead into their buffers and transmit a 
packet other than the one at the head of the queue, the effect 
of HOL blocking can be significantly reduced [14]. 
Scheduling algorithms based on bipartite graph matching 
algorithms have been proposed that achieve full utilization 
under uniform and non-uniform traffic conditions [15,16]. 
However, it is also known that these algorithms are 

computationally intensive and require o( M 2·5 ) operations 

to be implemented, where M is the number of input and 
output ports on the switch [17]. 

The network in this paper is being developed to 
support an enormous traffic volume. For example, with 
30 data wavelengths operating at 10 Gbps each and an 
average slot size of 10,000 bits, 30 million slots have to 
be scheduled every second. This requirement makes the 
implementation of a complicated scheduling algorithm 
impractical with present technology. We therefore resort to 
a simpler, although sub-optimal, algorithm. 

Our scheduling algorithm is based on input queues. 
The algorithm is made efficient through the use of a "look
ahead" window that allows the scheduler to look-ahead into 
each input queue and schedule requests that are not 
necessarily at the head of their queue. A look-ahead 
capability of k, allows the scheduler to look as far as the 
kth request in the queue. The algorithm is implemented on 
a slot-by-slot basis to form a schedule for the given slot. 
The algorithm works by maintaining N request queues, 
each containing the transmission requests from one of the 
N nodes in the network. The algorithm visits every node 
in some order (perhaps random) and starting with the first 
request in the queue it searches for a request that can be 
scheduled. That is, it searches for a request for a 
transmission to a receiver that has not been assigned yet. 
The algorithm searches the queue until depth k has been 
reached. If a request has been found, a wavelength is 
assigned to it. This process is continued until either all of 
the request queues have been visited or all W wavelengths 
have been assigned. During the next slot, the algorithm 
starts anew with the first request in each queue. 

Figure 4 shows an example of the scheduling 
algorithm with three nodes. Shown in the figure is the 
destination of each request. After the first request in queue 
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1 is selected, the second request in queue 2 is selected 
leaving no available receivers for node 3 to communicate 
with. Notice, that the algorithm is clearly not maximal in 
the sense that there are other possible scheduling 
assignments that would allow all three nodes to transmit 
(e.g., l-to-2, 2-to-3, and 3-to-1). Nonetheless, this 
algorithm improves considerably over an algorithm that 
looks only at the request at the head of the queue, and is 
only slightly more complicated to implement. In fact, it is 
clear from the description of the algorithm that the 
algorithm can be implemented in O(kxN) operations. A 
significant reduction in the number of operations compared 
to the graph matching algorithms. 

queue 1 2 I 3 (~)> 
queue 2 3 (f)> 3 I 
queue 3 1 I 1 I 1 I 

Figure 4. Example of the scheduling algorithm. 

We analyze, through simulation, the maximum 
throughput that this algorithm can achieve. Table 1 shows 
the maximum achievable throughput under uniform traffic, 
with 30 data wavelengths. When the number of nodes is 
equal to the number of channels and no look-ahead is 
employed (i.e., k=l), HOL blocking limits throughput to 
59% as predicted in [13]. However, a look-ahead window 
of just 4 packets can increase throughput to over 80%. As 
the number of nodes exceeds the number of channels the 
effect of HOL blocking is drastically reduced. This is due 
to two factors; first, the probability that multiple nodes 
have a packet at the HOL to the same destination is reduced 
due to the increase in the number of destinations, and 
second, with fewer channels than nodes the algorithm has 
many more requests from which to choose a schedule of W 
transmissions. As can be seen from the table, the 
combination of more nodes than channels and a look-ahead 
window of 4 or 5 packets virtually eliminates the effects of 
HOL blocking on throughput, under uniform traffic. 



N k=l k=2 k=3 k=4 k=5 k=6 k=7 
30 0.59 0.71 0.77 0.81 0.83 0.85 0.86 
35 0.69 0.83 0.90 0.94 0.96 0.98 0.99 
40 0.79 0.95 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 
45 0.89 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 
50 0.96 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 
60 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 

Table 1. Achievable throughput for a system with 30 
wavelengths, N nodes and a look-ahead window k. 

Scheduling multicast traffic in a WDM broadcast-and-select 
system is even more of a challenge because multicast 
messages have multiple intended receivers and trying to 
schedule transmissions in order to avoid receiver conflicts 
can be very inefficient. A simple and efficient multicast 
algorithm, based on random scheduling, is presented in 
[12]. 

IV. Analysis of Queueing Delay 

In order to analyze the average queueing delay in this 
system we assume that packets arrive to each of the N 
nodes according to a Poisson random process of rate /.... We 
again assume that all packets are of the same length and 
take 1 slot to transmit and that the scheduler uses the 
slotted scheduling algorithm described in the previous 
section and that all transmissions are scheduled to occur at 
the beginning of a time slot. 

Clearly in this system the queues at each on the N 
nodes are dependent on one another which makes analysis 
of the system difficult. This system can be analyzed using 
an N2-dimensional, discrete-time, infinite Markov chain 
representing the number of requests (packets) between each 
of the N2 source/destination pairs3• However, obtaining 
closed form expressions for the steady-state behavior of 
interacting queues is generally very difficult. Even 
numerical evaluation can be computationally complex [18]. 
An approximate analysis for this system, based on an 
independent approximation is presented in [19]. Here, for 
brevity, we present simulation results. 

Shown in figure 5 is the simulated delay for a system 
with 100 nodes and 30 wavelengths. Notice that with 
these values the arrival rate of new packets to a user cannot 
exceed 0.3 due to the channel constraint. Furthermore, the 
maximum throughput may be decreased due to the HOL 
blocking effect, but as can be seen from table 2, the HOL 

3 Keeping track of queue sizes only is not sufficient 
because of the receiver contention problem. 
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blocking effect on maximum throughput is minimal for 
these values of N and W. Hence we expect that the 
maximum achievable arrival rate per node will be close to 
0.3. Also notice from the figure that a look-ahead of just 2 
packets can significantly help in reducing delays. 
However, a larger look-ahead window does not reduce delay 
any further because for these values of N and W, a look
ahead of just two packets essentially eliminates the HOL 
blocking effect. 

1.8 

J! ! 1.6 

.! 1.4 
~ 
0 

N = 100 
w = 30 

0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 

Arrival rate (packets/slot/node) 

Figure 5. Delay vs. load for a system with 100 nodes and 
30 wavelengths and a look-ahead capability (k). 

V. Extension to MANs 

This system is extended to Metropolitan Area Networks 
(MANs) with a layered architecture, shown in figure 6, 
where LAN hubs are interconnected through a MAN hub. 
The physical architecture of this network is similar to the 
one used in the All Optical Network (AON) testbed [11]. 
The MAN hub can be as simple as another broadcast star, a 
wavelength router, or a fully configurable optical switch. 
In this system, operation within a single LAN hub remains 
as described previously. For communication between 
LANs OTs send their requests to the MAN hub. The 
MAN hub computes the transmission schedules and 
forwards them to the respective LAN hubs which notify the 
OTs when and where to transmit. Of course, since the 
LAN hub consists of a passive device, certain wavelengths 
(denoted by Ai.AN) will have to be assigned for use within a 
LAN and the rest of the wavelengths (denoted by ~AN) will 
be used for communication between LANs. In order to 
simplify the task of scheduling, LAN hubs are 
synchronized to the MAN hub clock. However, OTs 
remain unsynchronized. 



Figure 6. Extension to MANs. 

VI. Conclusions 

This paper describes an architecture and MAC protocol for 
providing bandwidth on demand in a WDM system. A 
driving principle in the design was to minimize the cost of 
the user terminal. To that end, our system uses a single 
transceiver per node and does not requires terminals to be 
slotted or synchronized. Transmissions are efficiently 
scheduled using a simple master/slave scheduler located at a 
hub node. The scheduler is also able to overcome the 
effects of propagation delays by taking propagation delays 
into account in the scheduling of transmissions. 

This novel system is applicable to high performance local 
area networks where multi-gigabit per second transmission 
can be achieved. Another important application area for 
this system is in optical access networks, where a WDM 
Passive Optical Network (PON) can be used to provide 
connectivity between the customer premise and a central 
office. This MAC protocol, with a scheduler located at the 
central office, can be used to allow users to share 
wavelengths over the PON. 
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